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Agenda

• Introduction to this Back-testing Project
• The Underlying Strategy
• The Challenge
• A Graphical Results Browser
• Computational Issues
• Interactive Study of Results for S&P, Crude Oil, 

Soy Beans, Gold, and for a Portfolio
• Discussion of Broader Issues



Background

• R Language Testing Framework uses data.table
package for fast back-test simulation using 
parallelism (hundreds of parameter combinations 
run in parallel in one single run).

• Uses daily settlement per strike, per expiry values 
from CME and other sources.  Newer data is 
perfect and complete, even far-out expirations

• Daily mark to market of all positions
• Now have over 10 years of daily all-strikes all-

expiries Data (older data required huge cleanup 
effort with heuristics)



Underlying Strategy

• Sold single short call or put spread guided by 
signal of Donchian Channel

• Always in Market with exactly one position per 
parameter combination

• Always using spreads now.  Used 50-10 and 
30-10

• Note on Role of basic back-testing



Parameters Tested

• Entry DTE
• Delta
• Lookback
• Profit Target
• Stop Loss
• Wait to Reenter
• Manage Combined/Separately
• Strategy Variation



The Combinatorial Challenge

- All combinations of Entry DTE x Delta x 
Lookback x Profit Target x Stop Loss x Reentry 
Wait x Separate/Combined x Strategy Variation 
is 3 x 3 x 6 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 6 = 5184 complete 
sets of DAILY statistics alone!
- It is still easier to compute them than to view 
and categorize results!
- Hence the need to for a Result Browser App



Testing Framework Improvements

• Added automated range iteration ability which 
reduces error potential from having, say, 20 
specs in the code for a range to 1 to 20 if a 
parameter

• Switched Graphics Library to an interactive 
format to allow panning, zooming

• Adding Underlying to all charts
• Chart production now automated to reduce 

manual error potential



S&P 500 Index

• Lookback 63, 126 trading days dominant (90 
or 180 calendar days)

• (Recall Gary Antonacci Dual Momentum)
• DTE at entry 90 Days usually best
• Delta not much difference
• Strategy Variation:  Puts-Only often more 

attractive.   Stop Loss helps with S&P.



Soybeans

• Lookback 10, 20 trading days for shorter DTE 
entry

• Lookback 126 (180 Calendar Days) for 90 day 
DTE entry

• Lookback 252 does not look good 



Crude

• Lookback 6,10 trading days for shorter DTE 
entry giving many beautiful  return to 
drawdown ratios

• Lookback 63 trading days (90 calendar days) 
working well also longer DTE Entry

• Overall, DTE at Entry makes little difference 90 
day DTE at entry



Gold

• Not as Attractive according to this study
• DTE 60 Delta 30 Lookback 10 Looks OK



Portfolio

• Look at phenomenal improvement in 
consistency most prominently for 60 day DTE 
Entry

• Great Return to Drawdown Ratios
• Interesting that very short and very long 

lookbacks do not work well



Result Browser Application Design

• Alternatives
• JavaScript in Web Browser
• I draw the Graphs dynamically from stored 

results right in Browser with Plot.ly Javascript



Computing and Comparing 
Performance Across Underlyings

• I trade $10,000 margin worth of contracts for 
each underlying

• Fractional contracts allowed to avoid 
discontinuities

• For now, I assume futures margin is 10% of 
contract value

• For an option spread, I use a reduced margin 



Computing and Comparing 
Performance Across Underlyings (2)

• Drawdown is tracked on a daily mark to market 
basis. So it is true drawdown, not “trade” 
drawdown.

• I compute a version of Andrew’s Ratio of Return 
Percent divided by maximum Drawdown Percent

• For the portfolio, I weight equally (for now) by by
enough contracts to consume $10,000 of margin.  
So it is risk weighted.

• Portfolio statistics are also based on daily mark to 
market of each leg



Issues to Consider

• How much of this can be expected to be valid 
longer term?

• How to go beyond statistics to analysis of 
why’s 

• Include of Greeks and regimes? 
• Combine with analysis tooling?
• Filters of potential value or too susceptible to 

curve fitting?


